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Abstract. "Geoengineering' is a new term, still seeking a definition. It seems to imply something 
global, intentional, and unnatural. For the radiation balance, geoengineering may be fifty years in 
the future; today's means may be out of date then, and the future means are not yet known. It might 
immensely simplify greenhouse policy, transforming it from an exceedingly complicated regulatory 
regime to a problem in international cost sharing, a problem that we are familiar with. Putting things 
in the stratosphere or in orbit can probably be done by 'exo-national' programs, not depending on the 
behavior of populations, not requiring national regulations or incentives, not dependent on universal 
participation. It will involve merely deciding what to do, how much to do, and who is to pay for it. 

In any discussion of geoengineering ten years ago, before it had a name, part of 
the audience thought it crazy and most of the rest thought it dangerous. Four years 
ago The Electric Power Research Institute and the Scripts Institute of Oceanogra- 
phy hosted a conference that helped provide the subject some legitimacy, and the 
National Academy of Sciences report (NAS, 1992) also helped make geoengineer- 
ing a legitimate scientific concern. These sessions at the AAAS should further help 
to pull the subject out of the closet, but I'll wager not all the way. 

When challenged on speaking to such an unmentionable subject, I used to 
defend myself by saying that nothing along these lines was going to happen for 50 
years anyhow; that keeping silent today will not affect whether 40, 50, or 70 years 
from now people who may despair of sufficiently reducing CO2 emissions and who 
may be alarmed about global warming will get interested in direct intervention to 
change the radiation balance; that long after I am dead the subject may become 
pertinent. 

But now I acknowledge two qualifications. One is that some of us may not take 
global warming quite so seriously if we believe it may eventually be susceptible 
to direct intervention. I confess I believe that it is as likely that we shall have 
benign, economical, effective direct intervention in the radiation balance 50 or 
75 years from now as that we shall have benign, safe, convenient, economical 
alternatives to carbon fuels in that time. So I am subject to the charge that if I take 
geoengineering seriously it makes a difference to my attitude toward policy. But 
not a lot of difference. 

The other qualification is that geoengineering has been related, at these meetings 
of the AAAS, to the preservation of stratospheric ozone. If we did find a way dh'ectly 
either to introduce ozone into the stratosphere or to reduce chlorine or anything 
else that is destroying ozone, it could be pertinent immediately. Most discussion of 
geoengineering has been about climate change, not ozone. 
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Fifty years ago those of you who are my age hadn't the slightest idea that in the 
1990's we would take carbon dioxide seriously. In the perspective of 50 years this 
is a brand new subject. That suggests that we do not know now what are going to 
be the candidates for geoengineering 50 years from now. We know about ozone 
depletion; we know about greenhouse gases. But I have no idea whether 50 years 
from now geoengineering will be focused on carbon dioxide and the radiation 
balance or something altogether different. The fact that it didn't occur to us 50 
years ago, or to most of us 20 years ago, that CO2 was going to be a problem 
suggests that demands for geoengineering 20, 40, or 60 years from now may be 
related to things we haven't thought of yet. I do not know what they might be: el 
nino, ocean currents, sea level canals, ocean food plantations. 

Furthermore, 50 years ago we didn't have electronics, nuclear energy, radioiso- 
topes, or satellites; we didn't even have plastics. (We were still in silk, rayon, and 
celluloid.) So when we talk about geoengineering the greenhouse problem we have 
to remember we are talking about technologies of intervention as they may be 
50 years from now. The transistor has revolutionized the electronic highway that 
nobody had thought of 50 years ago. Maybe in fifty or seventy-five years we shall 
be harvesting so many crops from ocean plantations that fertilizing phytoplankton 
will seem a modest extension. What we are doing today is just getting a little 
practice in thinking about the subject, not really discussing what to do 50 years 
from now. 

At this meeting, geoengineering has been defined as altering the chemistry of 
the atmosphere.That is too brief a definition. Activities that change the albedo 
may prove interesting, and the chemistry and physics of the oceans may prove as 
interesting as the atmosphere as the decades go by. 

I have given some thought to what we might mean by geoengineering. The term 
is a new one; I have two recent dictionaries in my office, neither contains the word. 
Geo means earth; but as the term has come to be used it appears to mean not just 
the earth, but the earth globally. If we learn to rearrange the tectonics of the San 
Andreas fault, that may not be 'geoengineering' because it is local or regional. 

People who use the term also seem to have in mind something intentional. 
Otherwise we are geoengineering right now: burning fossil fuel changes the atmo- 
sphere's chemistry. To reduce fossil fuel combustion might be geoengineering 
because it is deliberately changing the chemistry of the atmosphere from what it 
was going to be, but evidently merely doing less of what we have been doing too 
much of does not count as geoengineering. 

To build a sea level canal between the Gulf of Mexico and the Pacific Ocean 
for ship transit would not be geoengineering. There would be 'geo' side effects, 
the intermingling of species that have always been ten thousand sea miles apart in 
waters of different temperature, salinity, and seasonal variability. It would be called 
geoengineering, I think, if we deliberately did it to interchange species. If we are 
slowly reducing the Arctic ice pack with global warming, that isn't geoengineering; 
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but if we distributed carbon black to make the ice cover disappear more rapidly, 

that would be. 
Most people probably don't think of planting trees as geoengineering; I doubt 

whether most of you would have come if this program were on afforestation. One 
reason for not considering afforestation to be geoengineering is that many people 
have a preference for dealing with causes rather than symptoms, and if the cause 
is defined as too much CO2 the best thing is to produce less and the second best is 
to remove some. If the problem is defined instead as the radiation balance, people 
may think the problem is not just too much CO2 but also too little sulphur aerosols, 
too little reflective cloud cover, too little albedo. But afforestation, because it is a 
familiar kind of offset to what is believed to be the source of the problem, doesn't 
need to be associated with science fiction. 

Second, trees are not mysterious. If we increase photosynthesis in the ocean - 
put iron in the water around the Galapagos - people become uneasy. The ocean is 
opaque, the ocean is huge, and the ocean is mobile. If I plant a tree in Montana 
I 'm pretty sure the tree will stay in Montana. But i f I  fertilize the ocean some clam 
may get larger and more mobile and proliferate and clog intake pipes. Trees have 
always been friendly; we celebrate Arbor day, and children plant trees without 
geoengineering. 

'Geoengineering' implies something unnatural. I would suppose, for example, 
that if the earth's atmosphere had always had a large amount of sulphur aerosols in 
the upper atmosphere and the aerosols increased and diminished from time to time 
and the carbon dioxide increased and diminished from time to time, and we began 
to have a greenhouse problem, it would be referred to as an imbalance in the ratio 
of the infrared-absorbing substances to the light-reflecting substances; reducing 
CO2 and increasing the sulphur would both appear natural. If we put carbon black 
on the Arctic ice to make it disappear, that would be considered geoengineering; 
if we just let it disappear because of global warming, that is not geoengineering. If 
we learn to make it snow more in the Sierras and the Rockies to enhance the water 
supply of California and Colorado and improve the ski slopes in the winter, that 
is not geoengineering; if we learn to make it snow in Antarctica, in order to store 
water there to reduce the sea level, that is geoengineering. 

The first thing to say about the economics of geoengineering compared with 
CO2 abatement is that probably it totally transforms the greenhouse issue from an 
exceedingly complicated regulatory regime to a simple - not necessarily easy, but 
simple - problem in international cost sharing. I cannot be sure because we don't 
know just what geoengineering we are talking about 50 years from now; but if the 
subject is putting aerosols or objects in the stratosphere or in orbit, or fertilizing the 
oceans, these are what we can call 'exo-national' programs-  programs not confined 
to national territories, not depending on the behavior of national populations, not 
requiring national regulations or incentives, and probably not at all dependent on 
universal participation. If we want to boost carbon black into the stratosphere we 
may do it from the decks of ships on the high seas. 
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In contrast, CO2 abatement has to be very decentralized, very participatory, and 
very regulatory. It requires affecting the way people heat and cool their homes, cook, 
collect firewood, drive cars, consume energy-intensive aluminum, and produce 
steam for electricity and industrial use. Methane abatement involves how farmers 
feed their cattle and aerate their rice paddies. Carbon abatement depends on policies 
that many governments are incapable of implementing because they don't know 
how, or they haven't the resources, or they haven't the authority, or it is too 
expensive. But most of the direct geoengineering interventions that have been 
discussed involve just spending money. If you want to change the tuning of the 
carburetors of the jet aircraft that go through the stratosphere so that they will emit 
carbon black, you just pay them for it. If you want to send sulphur or carbon black 
into the stratosphere, you buy cheap sounding rockets or naval guns and purchase 
the substance to be lifted. 

It may or may not be cheaper than reducing carbon fuels, but it is certainly way 
ahead in administrative simplicity. It will involve deciding what to do - carbon 
black, sulfur aerosols, ocean fertilizer; how much to do; and who's to pay for it. (How 
much to do can be controversial. Some will say if we can do it cheaply we should 
offset back to the CO2 concentration of 1875, others back to the concentration of 
1995, others to some intermediate concentration; cost might be relevant to how 
much.) 

But primarily the issue is who pays for it? And this is an old-fashioned issue; 
we have dealt with it before. We have had to decide how to share the cost of 
peacekeeping in Cambodia, the United Nations budget, subscriptions to the World 
Bank and the International Monetary Fund, postwar aid for relief and rehabilitation, 
and now aid to Palestinians in the West Bank and Gaza. It isn't necessarily easy, 
but it is pretty uncomplicated compared with reducing carbon dioxide emissions. 

Afforestation, which the National Academy report of 1992 classified as geo- 
engineering, does of course depend on national territories. But planting trees, 
especially in areas where poaching for firewood is not likely, primarily requires 
spending money to acquire land, plant trees, and manage the forests. There is no 
reason why these costs need to be borne by the countries within whose borders the 
trees are planted. If the United States wanted to finance afforestation for greenhouse 
reasons, it should pick the most cost-effective locations, whether Siberia, Montana, 
South Carolina, or Australia. 

The National Academy report, in assessing how much carbon dioxide could be 
sequestered in trees, analyzed prospects in the United States, probably because that 
is where it had data, and went on, I believe somewhat thoughtlessly, to compare 
the potential U.S. territorial sequestration with U.S. carbon dioxide emissions, 
apparently as if 'we' could do 'our share' of abatement by planting trees on 'our' 
territory. But if the German Government or the Japanese Government wanted to 
plant trees as a contribution to greenhouse abatement, there is no good reason 
why they shouldn't be willing, and allowed, to plant trees in Montana or South 
Carolina and get 'credit' for the money they spent. The host country may get some 
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modest benefit (flood control?) or nuisance, and that could affect the competition 
in cost-effectiveness; but it seems unlikely that the United States would be credited 
with having done its share of abatement if it just turned out that America is full of 
good locations for cheap afforestation. 

Although greenhouse geoengineering may prove expensive, the extant proposals 
would not be expensive in diplomatic tension and difficulty. One thing that can be 
said for geoengineering is that it immensely reduces the complicatedness of what 
nations have to do internally to cope with greenhouse problems and what nations 
have to do internationally to cope with greenhouse problems. 

To avoid being thought too optimistic, I should admit that there can be inter- 
national conflicts over some geoengineering. They may not show up with global 
warming and climate change; but an example that might meet the definition of 
geoengineering is intervening to control hurricanes, either reducing the ocean- 
surface characteristics that produce hurricanes or intervening in the formation of 
hurricanes. To Americans on the Gulf Coast, to the residents of the Caribbean 
and the Philippines, learning to suppress hurricanes is surely beyond controversy. 
But hurricanes provide essential rainfall in southern Mexico and southern China; 
hurricanes affect weather over a diameter of several thousand miles. I conclude 
that there may well be discovered some practical geoengineering interventions 
that are not only feasible and important but that can increase rather than reduce 
international tensions. I can imagine that fifty years from now when the Philippine 
Coast Guard cutter moves out to suppress a hurricane it meets a Chinese naval 
vessel armed with heavier firepower. 
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